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30 degrees Scorpio

The Angels of Water Animals

Also known as

The Angels

of

Irmano
Beloved,

Scorpio is ultimate mastery of life
through feelings of flowing love.

In this final degree of Scorpio this mastery of life is beautifully
celebrated
in closeness and communion with all creatures of water.

As the creatures of the oceans, lakes, and streams gather around you in
love and joy and unity,
passionate loving feelings of divine qualities flowing through your heart
attract them and gives power over them.

Unconditional and all-encompassing love,
combined with the desire for the highest good of all,
magnetically draws water creatures into the emanations of your being.

Along with the Angels of
'Merki', 28 degrees Libra, we 'are protectors of
every creature living in the water'.

'If, for instance, you are interested in fishing,
we can give you
appropriate methods which can cause fish to gather at certain places
so that you may catch them without difficulty,
or by which you are able to tame and control fish in such a manner
that they will allow you to take them into your hands'.

'Every animal living in water, no matter whether sea serpent, crocodile,
whale, or dolphin, with the methods that we are entrusted by Divine
Providence to show you, will communicate freely with you in love, trust,
and innocence'.

With the perfection of the feeling of the will to love of Scorpio,

a Child of Light is ready now for the fiery initiations of Sagittarius, which is
the WILL TO BE WISE.

Wisdom is the offspring, or combination, of Divine Love and Divine Will, united
together in perfect union.

.

2+6+4=12. 1+2=3.
'NUMBER THREE is symbolized by a triangle. The three is the number of
akasha
principal, of fate, of cause and effect, of Karma, and is attributed to the
sphere of Saturn. All things on all levels originate from the akasha
principle, the fine pre-matter of all existence, and therefore from the
number three. It is the original idea of procreation. Man and woman and
child. Also it represents spirit, soul, and body. It is the number of
intuition, life and death, and cognition in its highest form.'

I-R-M-A-N-O
I… The sound of this letter is the virtue of cause and effect, which is the
karma law.

'On the mental level, this is analogous to memory, remembrance and
conscience'.
' In the feeling body, this corresponds to the astral/physical matrix, which
is the connection between feeling and physical form, with all of its
functions'.

On the material world, everything that has shape, measure, number and
weight
can be understood and mastered with this virtue.'

The color of this virtue is light opal, the musical note is G, the element
is earth so it has the sensation of weight, and the left kidney is created
by this oscillation.

*
R… The sound of the letter R is the divine virtue of becoming the master and
guardian of freedom and independence. It is this virtue that is used by each
child of God who listens to and follows their own inner voice of guidance.
This inner guidance is a person's unmistakable link with the Universal Mind
of Divine Providence that lives and moves in all space and time and beyond.

'In this state of freedom and independence there is the feeling of freedom
of any pressing burden of the laws, for by the mastery of all the preceding
virtues you have achieved a state of maturity by which this feeling of
independence has been transformed into an absolute state of security and
unimpeachability. This comes from the realization of the harmony and
perfection of all divine laws and the identification and love of them so
intensely that they have actually become merged with oneself. In this case
you are the personification and representation of the divine laws and they
will serve you, and your sense of freedom will derive from them rather than
in spite of them.'

The color of this virtue is golden, the musical note is C. The left side of
the nose is formed from it.

M… The sound of the letter M is the sound of the divine virtue of FEELING,
LOVE, FLOWING, AND CHANGE.

Feeling is the magnetic force of the Universe that attracts energy into
form on the material plane. Everything in nature is formed through the
magnetic force of feeling. Feeling is analogous to the element of water.

Water is the material manifestation of feeling.
The color of this virtue is the most beautiful blue-green imaginable. The
musical note is D. The element is water so it has the sensation of coolness.
The abdomen is formed from this virtue.
*
A. This is the sound of the divine virtue of highest wisdom and
enlightenment.

'This sound [soft as in a sigh-ahhhhh] and virtue is an initiation into the
highest wisdom and the purity of all ideas.
This has as a fundamental feature the enlightened mind. Reasoning,
perception, the cognition of the most profound truths, highest knowledge,
high intelligence, and the arousing of all intellectual faculties are
expressed. Musical gifts, eloquence, poetic talent, and clairvoyance,
clairaudience, the art of levitation, and the control of the air element and
its beings are all aroused by meditating on this virtue. On the physical
plane the command of the beings of the air, control over storms, are all
made possible by initiation into the highest wisdom.'

The color of wisdom and enlightenment is light blue, the musical note is G,
the element is air so it has the sensation of ease, and the lungs are formed
from it.

If pronounced umlaut A, AE

A… The sound of this letter, the long "A", in the cosmic language

is the virtue of the origin and mystery of life and death regarding their
transformation.
By meditating on this virtue, a child of God becomes convinced that in reality
death does not exist,
for the so-called death is only a transformation from one state into another’.

‘Also will come enlightenment on the cause of this transformation.

With this comes the ability to master all negative spiritual beings in all
spheres and planes with regard to their scope of action.
‘ The purpose for which negative beings have been created becomes clear.

Since, in the original principle all beings are alike, each having been created
by Divine Providence to fulfill a certain task,
there is no dissimulation of negative beings, for from the enlightened person’s
point of view everything is pure.
Here the saying: "to the pure one everything is pure" becomes plain.
If there were no negative beings, it would be impossible to distinguish
between good and evil;
and if there were no passions, there would also be no virtues’.

‘ This virtue confirms the words contained in the Bible: "through night to

light",
the deep symbolic meaning of which now becomes clear.’
In the intellect the ability is gained to ‘see through all thoughts, actions and
wishes concerning matter,

and of becoming their absolute master’.

‘In the feelings, this virtue represents desires, passions, and the inclination
to self-satisfaction etc.

A person who masters this virtue in their feelings becomes absolute master
and ruler of all desires and passions.
Also, a person is able to not cling to mental, emotional, and material virtues
and objects.
This means complete independence and freedom and fulfills the saying "bind
yourself and you will be free".
‘On the material level this virtue is one of the most materialized.

No matter whether you evoke it in the mind, the feelings, the akasha,
or the material world, the earth is influenced by it to a larger extent.
The ability to infuse matter with divine virtues is heightened.’

The color of this virtue is loamy brown. The musical note is C. The element is
earth so it has the sensation of weight.
The anus is formed from this virtue.

*
N… ‘

This sound is the sound of supreme happiness and fulfillment beyond words
to describe. This virtue gives control over the consciousness of other
beings. Also the purpose of becoming one in consciousness with the animals
of the water is to bless everyone with happiness.

This virtue gives control over the mental matrix, which is 'the spiritual
bonding material that connects the emotional body to the mental body, i.e.,
to the spirit. The mastery of this virtue reveals to the child of God all
the mysteries relating to the mind and the emotions and bestows the ability
to comprehend, see, sense and control, the mental matrix with its sphere of
action, either in regard of self or others.'

On a physical plane, this virtue gives mastery over 'the principle of
cohesion or coherence, gravity and the attractive power of everything
material.'

The color is dark red, the musical note is A, it is of the water element of
feeling so it has a cool sensation. The liver is formed from this virtue.

*
Umlaut O, OE,

‘Akasha: In the principle of consciousness penetrating all,

the umlaut O oscillation evokes the most profound cognition
which can only be brought about by love divine.’

By the help of this a person gets to know all the possibilities of
transformation of the spirit,
all the systems and ways serving this end, and all knowledge concerning
transformation in all other fields.

He/she is informed about everything that, deriving from the act of creation,
had to pass through all the mode of transformation to be reunited.’

‘ A person must attain all the faculties that are offered by this profound
cognition made possible by Love Divine,

in the principle of consciousness-penetrating-all, and must make use of all
possibilities,
in order to get convinced that they cannot be described by words, by must be
experienced, lived through.’

‘I have mentioned the letters unlaut A and unlaut O as the last ones in this
series of exercises,

because by the help of their virtues one is able to comprehend, from the
principle of consciousness-penetrating-all,
the crown of all wisdom in the micro- and macrocosms,
from the act of creation to the present state of evolution, and even to the final
development.’
*
‘Mental: Evoked in the intellect, the virtue of profound cognition brought
about by love divine

gives the understanding of the transformation of ideas, virtues, etc. by the
quabbalistically pronounced word,
which is a very great and comprehensive field.’
*

‘Astral/ emotional level: In the feelings, the virtue of profound cognition
brought about by love divine

develops the faculty of perfect astral projection
and the mastery of all occult and magical phenomena that have reference to
transformation,
so that a person may, for instance, assume any desired vibration in the
emotional body
without being recognized by other beings and with only Divine Providence
seeing through him/her.

Apart from this, a person is able to transform any emotional oscillation
into the oscillation he wants and to do the same with any element.’
*
‘Material: When mastered in the physical body, the profound cognition
brought about by love divine

leads to perfect knowledge of quabbalistic alchemy in the material world. ‘

‘A person is taught the true preparation and charging of the philosopher’s
stone in the physical sense.

He/she can influence, at will, any oscillation—atomic, oscillation, electronic
oscillation- by quabbalah,
and he/she is able to transform it into the oscillation desired by him/her.’

‘ Therefore he/she perfectly masters the laws of transmutation and is able to
transform any metal into gold,

any stone into a precious stone, etc. if desired.
By the help of this virtue a person is furnished with many other faculties
of which he/she cannot even dream now and which non-initiates would regard
as absolutely impossible.’

Umlaut O is dark orange, has the musical note of D-sharp,
is the element of akashic-earth which has the sensation of weight penetrating
everything.
The ovaries and testicles are formed from this virtue of the profound
cognition brought about by Love Divine.
In healing, heal the left ovary first and then the right one.

*
If pronounced soft O…

‘The sound of letter O is the sound of the initiation into the original
principle of divine justice. Justice is Harmony and Harmony is Justice.’
Maintaining harmony with the creatures of the water and all life brings
success and happiness.

'You will have a high power of judgement and the ability to comprehend
spiritually any legality, any interference by Divine Providence for the sake
of justice. You will never be able to condemn anyone unjustly. This will
bring about the abilities to create any change in the emotional situations
that you find yourself in and to have absolute success and happiness on all
levels.' The ability to control emotions is the ability to control the
element of water.’

This virtue has an
ultramarine blue color, the musical note of C, and is the earth element so
it has the sensation of weight. It formed the throat and windpipe.
*
MIRACLES

*

Footnotes

The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah, which is a very ancient set of
teachings
which together form a common precursor, or root, of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth,
and the angels who work with him or her.

The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from T
HE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE
QUABALLAH,
ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician", gives historical background
and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz Bardon.

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.

SO BE IT!

To unsubscribe from the angel messages,
please go to yahoo.com, click on groups, type in spiritusangelmessages in search engine, and click.
You can then manage your subscription, choosing unsubscribe, or no emails but still having access
on the web.
You can later choose to go back to receiving emails at any time.
If you are in another group, go to that group and do the same.
If you are receiving these from private lists, click on reply and say you no longer wish to receive
the angel messages.
If you are receiving them from a friend, let that friend know that you no longer wish to receive the
angel messages.
This prevents them being seen as spam.
Love brings miracles of happiness.

